Corporate Security Handbook (Shadowrun)
The Corporate Security Handbook describes in detail how corporations defend their facilities, valuable data, personnel, and nuyen. This sourcebook provides rules for setting up and getting around all kinds of security measures, including cutting-edge security systems never before seen in Shadowrun. Also included are new equipment, new contracts and archetypes, and guidelines for gamemasters on how to make a comprehensive corporate security system part of a Shadowrun adventure. Corporate Security Handbook is a sourcebook for Shadowrun Second Edition.
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### Customer Reviews

Has a lot of good info on spicing up those standard "there’s a package in research center 4-B we want you to get" runs. Nice new info on anti-magical security and executive protection too. Good if your runs are staring to go a bit bland, but hardley a fundemental.

The corp security handbook has informtion involving corporate security that I don't believe any book has captured to date. The rules may have been republished in other newer source books, but much is lacking in the reprinted material.
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